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Rodgers
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In latest celebrity news, reality TV star JoJo Fletcher is
excited to watch her love story with Jordan Rodgers play out
on her season of The Bachelorette. According to EOnline.com,
the celebrity couple was anxious to see the season again, but
eventually  took  a  different  attitude  to  it.  “But  now,
honestly, I’m excited to watch it back and excited to see it
through Jordan’s eyes,” Fletcher said.
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In celebrity news, JoJo and Jordan
are  excited  to  watch  their  love
story play out on TV. What are some
ways  to  deal  with  hearing  about
your partner’s exes?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you’re in a relationship, it can be hard to hear about
your partner’s past relationships, but acting as if they don’t
exist isn’t the way to go. If you find it hard to hear about
your partner’s exes, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Remind yourself that you’re together now: It can be so
difficult to hear about partners’ past relationships, but you
have to remind yourself that this is your partner now and
whatever they may have done with someone else is irrelevant to
your relationship. Keep your head on straight and be able to
separate their past relationship and your new relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Ben Higgins Apologizes to Olivia
Caridi for Her ‘Bachelor’ Experience on His Season

2. Just listen: As you’re hearing about your partner’s exes,
your job is just to listen. Try to refrain from expressing
what you think went wrong in their past relationships, or what
you think of their ex. Keep your thoughts to yourself to avoid
issues in your relationship.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Kaitlyn  Bristowe  &  Nick
Viall React to Nick’s Past Proposal on ‘The Bachelor GOAT’

3. Don’t hold anything against your partner: Your partner
could’ve made mistakes in their past relationship, but don’t
change your perception of your partner because of something
they did previously.  Each relationship is different, and just
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because your partner made a mistake doesn’t mean that they’re
a bad person. You’re are with your partner for a reason; keep
that reason in mind.

What are some other ways to deal with hearing about your
partner’s exes? Start a conversation in the comments below!


